Developmental Writing Continuum

Exploration …………………………...

Scribbles, marks on paper

Early Pre-Conventional……………..

Drawing with details

Pre-Conventional……………………..

Drawing, random letters

Emergent……………………….……..

Pictures, letter/sound connection, attempts
words, directionality

Developing……………....…….…….. .

Meaning in text with words, spaces, sentences

Developing Discovery……………..

Expanded statements, moving toward more
development

Beginning……………………….……..

General topic developed with expanded list,
simple sentences, some conventions

Novice…………………………...……..

Specific topic with supporting details and expansions, simple organization

Bridging………………………………..

Develops several ideas on surface of specific
topic, some coherence and organization,

Bridging Discovery
Expanding……………………………..

Explores topic with focus, beyond surface, control of some aspects of writer’s craft

Independent…………………….……..

Developed focus, sufficiently adequate craft

Fluent…………………………….……..

Expanded focus, purposeful crafting, moving
toward complexity

Sophisticated…………………………..

Insightful, expanded development with perspective, complexity, and significance, well-crafted

Reasoning and Idea Development
Building from Naïve to Sophisticated

Sophisticated

Expanded Development of Ideas
Larger connections, developed ideas and details reflect perspective, complexity, and significance

Developed Ideas
Includes enough ideas and details to reflect an exploration of the
subject with beginnings of complexity

Developing Ideas
Developed with surface ideas rather than depth or extensions

Expanded Statement
Stated reason with some brief expansion or explanation

Statement
Stated idea—no development, may repeat statement

Naïve

Exploratory Stages—
Learning to use paper and pencils
Exploration
Key words: scribbles, marks on paper
Descriptors:
This initial stage of writing is characterized by scribbles. Students are learning to explore
the world of drawing and writing by putting marks on paper. The drawings are representational,
without obvious meaning. In work at this level there are not recognizable objects or letters.

The example shows the exploration stage of
writing, discovering possibilities with pencil and
paper. The child is drawing representational
shapes and scribbles, but the meaning may not
be obvious to the reader.

Exploratory Stages—
Learning to use paper and pencils
Early Pre-Conventional
Key Words: drawing with details
Descriptors:
This early stage of writing/drawing is characterized by a combination of some scribbles with
recognizable objects. The student at this stage is still not forming letters or words. While the
writing/drawing has meaning for the student, it is usually accompanied by oral interpretation for the
reader/viewer. Students at this stage can describe what they are drawing. Adult reader/viewer can
recognize the objects but would need the student interpretation for a sense of the significance or
story behind the drawing.

This sample of an early pre-conventional paper shows the
student drawing recognizable objects. At this stage, the student
is usually able to orally describe the picture. Although this
teacher has acted as scribe for the picture, the teacher’ s writing
should not be considered part of the child ’ s work or factor in the
evaluation.

Exploratory Stages—
Learning to use paper and pencils
Pre-Conventional
Key Words: drawing, random letters
Descriptors:
This stage of writing focuses around drawing as well as creating some letters. The objects
in the drawing are not just recognizable; they contain details, e.g. the people have faces or feet or
hands and fingers. Students writing at this stage do attempt to create letters or words even though
the focus of the paper is the drawing. Letters may seem random to an adult reader, but the child
may be able to look at the paper and “read” a story about the picture. At this stage, there is no
evidence of letter/sound connections by the writer.
Students move beyond the pre-conventional when they start attempting to produce words
as parts of sentences. If a student draws a picture and supports it with words or fills in a sentence
stem the teacher has given such as, “I like…”, “I can…”, or “I go to…,” the student developmental
level is still considered pre-conventional because the writer is not creating or thinking of the
sentence him/herself.

Drawing has details
such as face features
and is the main focus.
of the communication.

Writer is attempting to
create letters and some
are recognizable.

Exploratory Stages—
Learning to use paper and pencil with beginnings of ideas
Emergent
Key words: pictures, letter/sound connection, attempts
words, directionality

Characteristics of Emergent Writers
Use picture as major emphasis for meaning.
Attempt words and/or sentences with letter
sound connections.
Spelling reflects semi-phonetic ( initial sound
for word ) or phonetic ( C VC ) or some simple words.
May label picture parts, write name, etc.
Generally correct directionality.
Produces text that is sometimes difficult to
read.

Where to go next
Consistent spacing between words.
Consistent directionality.
Build repertoire of sound/letter connections.
Build repertoire of words.
Begin using writing as central aspect of
communication.
Think about the audience and make things easy
to read.

Although the drawing is still
the main focus, student
demonstrates that she
understands concept of a
word by labeling the objects
in the drawing. Letters are
recognizable; however there
are problems with spacing.

Exploratory Stages—
Learning to use paper and pencil with beginnings of ideas
Emergent continued

This drawing seems to tell a story. Although
the picture is the main focus of the paper,
the writer is attempting letters and words,
showing an understanding of directionality as
well as letter/sound connections. The reader
has difficulty understanding the text.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Developing
Key Words: meaning in text with words, spaces, sentences

Characteristics of Developing Writers

Where to go next

Writing is main communication.
Not picture dependent even if connected to
picture.
Write limited number of sentences.
Begin to develop idea by connecting details
about a topic.
Writes words, even sentences but usually
doesn ’ t address mechanics.
Attempts punctuation at times, but may be wrong.
Creates readable text even if it takes work to
read.

Include more details to expand topic.
Write about what writer knows.
Work with sentence building.
Focus on beginning and ending punctuation for
sentences.
Consider audience and write so others can read
the text.

Student writes sentences to convey message.
Picture is used as support but is not necessary
for understanding. Punctuation is missing but
text is readable.

Student understands words,
attempts to spell phonetically.
Limited number of sentences
( w ith pending punctuation)
which begin to develop an idea.
Text is difficult to read and not
picture dependent. Has
attempted to briefly expand idea
with chronological list.

Text shows understanding that words convey an idea.
Picture supports idea and includes some labels. There
are a limited number of sentences without development.
There is little control over conventions. Text can be read.
Sentence structure follows one pattern.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Developing Discovery
This transitional stage between Discovery and Beginning shows more sophisticated development of writing.
Students seem to be gaining an understanding of writing to an audience and building upon ideas. They
expand their thinking but may not be able to put them together in a full representation of the next stage.

Writer shows familiarity with
a conventional story
beginning, showing a
degree of knowledge about
structures of storytelling.
He/she has created several
sentences about an idea but
there is not accompanying
punctuation for ease of
reading.
While on the cusp of being a
beginning paper, it is too
difficult to read and the
development is too sparse
to be considered fully
beginning.

This text is several connected sentences related to
something the writer knows.
The writer has developed an
idea with an expanded list of
reasons.
The paper shows control
over simple conventions.
The writer also shows an
awareness of apostrophes
even though not used correctly. Spelling is mostly
correct with a few easy-toread phonetic interpreta-

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Developing Discovery
This transitional stage between Discovery and Beginning shows more sophisticated development of writing.
Students seem to be gaining an understanding of writing to an audience and building upon ideas. They
expand their thinking but may not be able to put them together in a full representation of the next stage.

Words carry the main
meaning of the text with a
picture for support. Paper
shows connections from one
sentence to another through
basic organization of
chronological order.
Although there are a number
of sentences that fit in the
organizational pattern, the
ideas are not developed,
just stated. The writer is
using words beyond her/his
control for spelling, but the
difficulty in reading and lack
of development of ideas
make this paper on the cusp
of beginning but not quite
there.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Beginning
Key Words: General topic developed with expanded list,
simple sentences, some conventions
Characteristics of Beginning Writers
Writing is main communication.
Development is generally an expanded list of
additional details or reasons.
May have simple organization, usually list or
chronology.
Dependent on oral thought patterns, writes ideas
as they occur.
May include too much detail or repetition.
May include automatic features of certain types
of text.
Beginning use of capital letters and periods.
Simple sentence structure, usually subject-verb.
Writes so others can read.

This piece expands the topic
by adding additional, related
sentences. The simple
organization—an expanded
list of things related to
Hanukkah—wanders,
suggesting oral language
patterns where one idea
leads to another.
Writer spells some
sophisticated words, e.g.
celebrated and fought, and
generally spelling is under
control. Thoughts are listed
as simple sentences, mostly
one pattern. Beginning and
end punctuation help guide
the reader.

Where to go next
Expand or explain ideas and details rather than
listing them.
Keep writing about what writer knows, but push
to go more deeply into development,
explanation.
Practice some simple organizational patterns.
Work with sentence building, add some variety.
Keep working on punctuation and expand
repertoire.
Consider audience and purpose.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Beginning
Key Words: General topic developed with expanded list,
simple sentences, some conventions

This paper shows a
beginning writer following a
chronologically ordered list.
The paper does wander,
jumping to how the baby
sister acts now. There is no
real organizational plan, just
details as part of the list.
There is no real punctuation
of sentences except the final
period. However, the paper
has more detail than papers
at the developing stage.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Beginning
Key Words: General topic developed with expanded list,
simple sentences, some conventions

This K-4 paper has a
general focus, but ideas
seem to be presented
randomly. The simple
chronology of the event gets
lost because the writer tries
to fill in background
information.
The writer at this stage does
not try to determine which
details are most important.
The sentence development
is very simple with few
variations. This student
attempts proper conventions
with capitalization and
punctuation but doesn ’ t
always carry it off.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Beginning
Key Words: General topic developed with expanded list,
simple sentences, some conventions

This beginning writer has
followed the basic characteristics of
expanding a list around a topic.
There are generally two sentences
about each of the items in the list,
and because the items follow oral
reasoning, they seem
somewhat disconnected at the end
of the paper.
This writer demonstrates some
technical skills beyond the
beginning stage; although she
follows a general subject-verb
pattern, she uses a variety of
beginnings to her sentences, e.g.
sometimes, other times, one time.
Punctuation is generally under
control. There is some confusion
about apostrophes, but it is common
for writers at this stage to use them
as plural markers.

About School
I don’t think that schools should have
community service.

I think that it is not

good because some teachers give allot of home
work or allot of studding to do.

If we had to

do community service then when it wouldn’t be
able to study for the test.
never get done.

The home work would

Peoples houses would be a mess.

I think it’s right because with all that stuff
it is all ready hard and now they what to add
more.
People also have a family to take care of.

As with most beginning writers,
this high school student creates
a statement and makes some
attempt to develop it,. Although
this is technically easier to read
than some beginning papers, it
is an expanded list with
undeveloped, even illogical,
ideas. That may be because
the writer is addressing a topic
requiring abstract reasoning
rather than concrete details. It
also shows very uneven control
over different aspects of writing.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Beginning
Key Words: General topic developed with expanded list,
simple sentences, some conventions

Spelling approximations
make this beginning paper
from an older writer hard to
read. The writer makes
statements and tries to
expand them, but there is
little or no development of
ideas or organization.

This writer expands the topic
of an X-Men figure by
adding related sentences
about a list of characters.
There is a willingness to
communicate ideas, but the
lack of control over
conventions, especially
spelling, makes this very
difficult to read. There are
only two periods in this
paragraph. In addition to
the lack of punctuation, the
letter spacing isn ’ t under
control. For older writers,
the beginning stage seems
to be characterized by a
severe lack of control over
at least one aspect of
writing.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Novice
Key Words: Specific topic with supporting details and
expansions, simple organization
Characteristics of Novice Writers
Seems to be aware of audience while writing.
Addresses a specific topic and enhances that
idea by adding supporting details.
Uses a simple organizational pattern, e.g.
chronology or list.
May use a few transitions between ideas.
Can wander off topic.
Generally has control over simple sentence
structure along with beginning and ending
punctuation.
May experiment with complexity in sentence
structure and punctuation.
Easy for an adult to read and understand.

Where to go next
Expand the specific topic by addressing other
aspects or ideas.
Work on strengthening organization by
considering how ideas and details connect.
Consider effective wording and voice.
Work with sentence building, add more variety.
Keep working on punctuation and expand
repertoire to include more sophisticated
possibilities.
Begin to consider personal purpose for writing.

Writer has specific topic and uses story structure with added details. Paper is written for an
audience and the writer is experimenting with word choice to create an effect. The chronological
organization is clear, but there are no transitions to help the reader move smoothly.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Novice
Key Words: Specific topic with supporting details and
expansions, simple organization

Novice writer demonstrates an
awareness of audience. Title helps
focus topic. Reader can understand
ideas and specifics of topic.
Chronological organization is simple but
clear. Paper is long enough to provide
details to understand writer’ s
message. The writer also experiments
with word choice and punctuation, including dialogue. The paper begins to
show writer ’ s voice.

This high school novice
writer has a specific topic
and does add details to support the basic idea. The
paper has an organization,
but there is little development except repeating the
writer ’ s opinion. The
writer ’ s word choice does
not match the voice. Although the writer lacks control over conventions, he
does attempt some complex
sentence structures.

I think that it is wrong to have High School
kids do Community Service before they graduate.

I

feel very highly about that because, kids these day
Have enough community service to do.
I think kids shouldn’t get U’s if they Have
to do community service.

Community Service is a

waste of Time, Kids would be rather working and
getting payed, then having to do community service.
High School kids should Have to make up their
U’s, but not by community service.

They should

have to take a class to make up their U’s.
that’s what I think about community service.

So

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Novice
Key Words: Specific topic with supporting details and
expansions, simple organization

This older writer
addresses a specific topic
and gives details in
additional, related
sentences. Mostly simple
sentences give a choppy
feel to the text. Writer
shows a willingness to
communicate ideas but
needs help in developing
thinking .

This piece begins to
expand ideas by following
the a simple chronology.
Transitions don’t exist
although there is a
beginning, middle and
end. The student attempts
to show personal
connections, allowing the
reader to understand
importance.

This student is also beginning to reflect some
complexity in sentence structure.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Bridging
Key Words: Develops several ideas on surface of specific
topic, some coherence and organization
Characteristics of Bridging Writers
Addresses specific topic with details from more
than one aspect.
Has a purpose for writing, but stays on the
surface.
Gives limited background to the reader.
Ideas fit together in some organized way.
May have unintentional voice.
Pays attention to word choice.
Demonstrates control over many simple sentence
structures, experiments with more complex.
Evidence of writer ’ s craft—shows up as
practicing elements such as leads, figurative
language, organizational patterns, etc.
Has enough focus to answer the question,
“ W hat is this paper about?”
Mechanics are generally under control but may
have easy-to-spot errors.
This piece attempts a
basic organizational
pattern; however,
transitions are weak or
even non-existent.

Sentence structure is becoming more complex and
conventions are beginning
to show more control and
understanding.

The superficial reasoning
behind these connections
is a characteristic of
bridging papers.

Where to go next
Think about topics and move toward choosing
a focus about the topic—establishing a
purpose.
Expand and organize reasons and supporting
details in a coherent way that fits audience.
Craft sentences.
Expand organizational skills and patterns.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Bridging
Key Words: Develops several ideas on surface of specific
topic, some coherence and organization

This paper about a friend
shows a bridging writer. It
is a surface treatment of
the topic. Even though the
writer has considered an
organizational pattern, the
paper needs more
development showing the
friend’s characteristics.
The writer demonstrates a
degree of sentence
fluency, but there are oral
grammatical errors that
shouldn’t appear in text
unless as dialogue. The
organization of the piece
controls and limits the
thought.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Bridging
Key Words: Develops several ideas on surface of specific
topic, some coherence and organization

Don’t you feel that being scared just pushes you away from having friends. It
is like being in an empty room no one but you no friends, no family just
you.
I was about five years old when I first stepped foot into Mrs. Thomas’s
kindergarten class room. It was the first day of school. I was so worried I
wouldn’t fit in. I was so scared I nearly flew straight out of my clothes. It felt
like everyone was staring straight at me.
I hid behind my mom as we slowly walked father into the classroom. I started
to get goosebumps all over my body and chills kept running down my back it
felt like a big storm cloud started pouring rain onto me. I felt as if it was my
last day alive.
It was as if I was a tennis ball getting hit back and forth non stop. It ws right
behind my mom so frieghtendend that I nearly passed out. I was so releaved
when my mom took me to the office I was just so happy to get away from those
pieircing eyes.

This bridging writer has
used metaphor as a main
tool to address the emotion
of fear. Although there is an
attempt to go below the
surface and focus on fear,
the writing addresses the
same fear with different
comparisons. It does not
explore reasons behind the
fear or any kind of resolution
to the issue.
Mechanics are generally
under control with the
exception of a few spelling
glitches. The paper does not
really use an organizational
structure, perhaps a loose
chronology; instead it
explores the same idea with
a shift in comparison.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Bridging Discovery
This transitional stage between Bridging and Expanding shows more sophisticated development of writing.
Students seem to be gaining an understanding of going more deeply into a topic and developing a personal
focus. They are also beginning to demonstrate a focus about their topic. They expand their thinking and
skills but may not be able to put them together in a full representation of the next stage.
Clever title builds interest
and gives a sense of irony.

This bridging-discovery
writer is producing work
more sophisticated than
simple bridging. This paper
uses strong description to
expand images and feelings.
This descriptive depth gives
insight to feelings the writer
had during the experience.
However, the depth stops at
the descriptive without
addressing the larger picture
of before and after.

Great descriptive details and
images.

The ending needs more
development—a larger
conclusion showing the
writer ’ s own feelings about
the accomplishment.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Expanding
Key Words: Explores topic with focus, beyond surface, control
of some aspects of writer’s craft
Characteristics of Expanding Writers
Begins to explore topic with focus.
Goes more in-depth with ideas.
Considers audience and purpose.
Relies on common organizational strategies.
May fall back on some degree of listing.
Demonstrates control over some aspects of
writer ’ s craft and experiments with others.
Considers word choice and voice.
Builds sentences that are generally effective.

Where to go next
Think about the topic and move toward
choosing a sustainable focus.
Address issues beyond the obvious—look for
complexity—expand ideas.
Practice matching ideas and purpose with best
organizational strategy.
Keep building skills in craft and variety in
sentence structure.
Expand punctuation and mechanics to be able
to use more complex sentence structures.

Throughout this piece, the
writer writes to an idea, but
the focus could include
more complexity and
depth. Writer makes an
attempt to go beyond
surface.

There are occasional
errors and gaps in the
narrative.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Expanding
Key Words: Explores topic with focus, beyond surface, control
of some aspects of writer’s craft

Writer is explaining a
complex situation but does
not consider perspective of
all participants. Could use
more purposeful detail.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Expanding
Key Words: Explores topic with focus, beyond surface, control
of some aspects of writer’s craft

Writer has a clear idea of
what he/she wants to say;
however, gaps in the
writing confuse the reader.

There is an organizational
strategy; however, transitions are weak. This
sometimes confuses the
reader.

Word choice and vocabulary
remain common and still
demonstrate oral rather than
written language.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Expanding
Key Words: Explores topic with focus, beyond surface, control
of some aspects of writer’s craft

The writer begins to show
an understanding of the
importance of adding
details and examples to
enhance writing.
Experiments to a small
degree with aspects of the
paper.

This writer understands
the importance of a strong
conclusion or bringing the
piece to a satisfying end.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Independent
Key Words: Developed focus with some depth, sufficiently
adequate crafting
Characteristics of Independent Writers
Explores focused topic with some depth and
complexity.
Writes with purpose and audience in mind.
Demonstrates adequate crafting with some
experimentation.
Invests in the writing enough to create voice.
Addresses issues of word choice.
May “ overwrite ” as trying to experiment.
May stumble with mechanics when
experimenting beyond secure capabilities.
Uses variety in sentence structures.

Where to go next
Work with sustainable focus by addressing
different aspects and perspective.
Keep addressing issues beyond the obvious
while considering complexity.
Tailor ideas and presentation to audience and
purpose.
Experiment with organization—take risks.
Continue building repertoire of complex, varied
sentences.

Writer understands the
importance of a strong
introduction.

Organizational plan is
evident throughout.
Transitions adequately
guide the reader through
the piece.

Sentences flow; there is
some variation in sentence
structure and length.

Continued. . .

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Independent
Key Words: Developed focus with some depth, sufficiently
adequate crafting

Voice is being developed.
The reader has a feeling of
who the writer is.

Writer is able to sustain
focus throughout the
paper. However, the
reader desires more
information or expansion
of ideas.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Independent
Key Words: Developed focus with some depth, sufficiently
adequate crafting

Independent writer begins
with an interesting lead
and strong voice. Word
choice is engaging to the
reader. There are
occasional spelling or
punctuation errors but the
paper flows easily.

Paper’s focus on the
boredom of fishing is
developed beyond the
surface. Writer
approaches topic from
diverse angles.

Word choice and voice
throughout are charming.

Stages including Reasoning and Idea Development
Independent
Key Words: Developed focus with some depth, sufficiently
adequate crafting

Sentences flow with
variety and sparkle.

Writer has successfully
expanded the moment and
created images and ideas
for the reader. The irony of
the bug in his mouth and
the lost fish is a clever
conclusion to the paper.

